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Chapter 1 : Civil Engineering Resume Sample | Resume Genius
There are plenty of opportunities to land a Engineering job position, but it won't just be handed to you. Crafting a
Engineering resume that catches the attention of hiring managers is paramount to getting the job, and LiveCareer is
here to help you stand out from the competition.

BS in Agricultural Engineering â€” Special attribute: Technical option included with major and skills
presented in two columns. BS in Aerospace Engineering â€” Special attribute: Academic project experience
included to highlight additional skills and the fill page. BS in Biosystems Engineering â€” Special attribute:
Experience working on family farm included to highlight additional skills and fill the page. BS in Chemical
Engineering -Special attribute: A variety of work experiences is used to highlight a wide range of skills. BS in
Civil Engineering â€” Special attribute: Leadership is highlighted with several bullet statements. BS in
Construction Engineering â€” Special attribute: Included certifications known to be of interest to potential
employers. BS in Computer Engineering â€” Special attribute: Two separate work-terms of a co-op experience
are highlighted. BS in Electrical Engineering â€” Special attribute: A detailed skills section with subheadings
to organize the information. BS in Industrial Engineering â€” Special attribute: Highlighted the successful
outcomes of projects and quantified the impact. BS in Materials Engineering â€” Special attribute: Uses
part-time job responsibilities to highlight integrity and trustworthiness. Study abroad experience is also
included. BS in Mechanical Engineering â€” Special attribute: Academic projects are used to strengthen
resume without professional work. BS in Software Engineering â€” Special attribute: Undeclared freshman
resume â€” Special attribute:
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Chapter 2 : Eye-Grabbing Engineering Resumes Samples | LiveCareer
Engineering resume samples show you the right format and the kind of information to use in your own document. For:
Mechanical engineers with significant experience in the various aspects of this specialty in a manufacturing setting.

In other words, format matters for a professional engineering resume. Use a respected layout like the
reverse-chronological format. It shows all your best achievements first. Choose clear, legible fonts and
headings. Use white space to create pit stops. Finally, save your professional-looking engineering resume in
PDF format. Just make sure the job offer accepts them. Keep entry level resumes for engineering to one page
only. For those with more experience, pages is best. Want to make sure your resume will hook every recruiter
and get you that interview? Get our free checklist and learn what makes a job-winning resume: Want to road
test other formats for your engineering resume? Nice Rudolf Diesel portrait. Like most recruiters, she spends
six seconds looking at each one. Then she gets to yours. She actually reads it. Use a resume objective if your
work history is full of holes. Either way, use lots of measurable "wins. Two Summaries Look at these very
different mechanical engineer resume examples: Skilled in leadership, collaboration, lean manufacturing, and
manufacturing design layout. Nothing, if you want your engineering resume to look like all the rest. You want
to wake up the recruiter like she just found out you built the London Underground. Do it like in the next of our
mechanical engineering resume samples: Seeking to use proven process and production design skills to
advance manufacturing excellence at Boeing. Spearheaded the team that received the Shingo Prize in Who
wrote that engineering resume? Our resume builder you can create your resume here will give you tips and
examples on how to write your resume summary or any other section. You can easily copy them straight into
your resume - it will save you a ton of time. How to Write an Entry Level Engineering Resume Objective
Afraid your engineering resume will look like a Klingon warship with the cloaking device left on? Start with
an engineering resume objective statement. They also work for engineering student resumes. Neither is the
Channel Tunnel, but that missed, too. Completed several client projects, including small consulting and
research jobs. Made a watch movement in CAD with precise dimensions. Designed a process to thread fiber
bundles along different sections of a working coil. Delivered each job under budget and before deadline. That
could be the next Elon Musk. Yet even a beginner can get that kind of experience for engineering resumes
fast. Google "freelance mechanical engineering jobs. Search "freelance civil engineering jobs" instead. To
save time, make your own engineering resume templates. Then customize them for each job description.
Follow the sample engineer resume at the top of this article. Plus, see our other guides:
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Chapter 3 : Engineering Resume samples - VisualCV resume samples database
Build your own engineer resume templates to streamline the process. Fit your engineering resume to the job posting like
an Oldham coupling by picking the right skills. Build a skills list from the offer.

References Get a higher quality resume format Our Resume Builder ensures best practices, logic, formatting
standards and job matching opportunities from thousands of job boards and portals around the world. This is
real world, and this is real interview. In the whole process of preparation, we often tend to undermine the
appearance of our resume. We want you to remember the two forces that work in a resume being picked up
among a pile of others. You may have worked ten thousand feet below the sea rigging Oil for this major oil
and gas company, or you may have single handedly pioneered a startup or just starting out of college. In any
of the case resume format are designed in a way to highlight the best of your abilities in the most readable
way. Resume formats make sure that your greatest achievements are right there on the top, ready to be noticed.
The most commonly used and preferred resume formats by Job hunters, Job seekers and Human Resources
Managers across is the Reverse Chronological format. As, the name suggests this format highlights your
career profile, educational summary or professional profile as it may seem fit for the job. It is like watching a
movie backward. Choosing what to place first among the three once again should be a well thought over
decision. What you place on the top is what you want to be seen first. If not sure we suggest you take
professional advice as these very things which might seem trivial play a vital role in the final decision. Click
here to learn more about different resume styles. We also suggest that candidates display their LinkedIn
account details on this very section. LinkedIn plays a vital role in Job hiring process and often the job seekers
will appreciate if its provided. A personal website if any should also be mentioned. B Resume Introduction
For a moment consider yourself a job hunter. You have a resume at hand which highlights educational
qualification of a recent graduate followed by this internship details. Nothing wrong but it is what they call an
out of "shape resume". While the reverse chronological format offers the candidate the liberty to be flexible it
also gives an additional responsibility of being very careful of what you place. Be it professional profile,
educational qualification or career highlight, be double sure that the placement is correct and as per the
requirement. In case of a doubt do not hesitate seeking professional help. C Professional Experience Apart
from your key responsibility, put across that decision of yours which greatly benefitted the organization.
Something that got your promotion, something that made you stand out in the crowd. If justified by numbers,
there are huge chances of you being noticed. Do not shy away from using bullet points here. Use of bullet
points, numbers of action verbs are what will be noticed in the beginning. D Educational Qualification For
someone who has spent a considerable time in the industry can give a quick summary of their degree, college
and if in the A listers their score. If you were a back bencher make sure you keep this short and sweet.
Remember your career flow and your professional experience take over your education details once you begin
your career. A recent college graduate however will need to be elaborate in this section. E Additional Skills A
man is known by what he does in his free time. So be open and do highlight your additional skills, hobbies and
again what makes you unique. The additional skills can be in accordance with the job or completely different.
Come on, Steve Jobs was trained in Calligraphy fonts and he built computers. The purpose of this format is to
negate the ill effects of the above mentioned. The hiring manager has been trained to look for inconsistencies
in your resume and you do not want to give to them that easily. The industry uses a term, "High risk Hire".
Your resume should not be categorized in that list. The flow of the Functional resume format is as stated
below. A Contact Information Apart from the above mentioned, in case you are changing cities it is advisable
but not mandatory to arrange for a local number of your target city. Your name, Email address, LinkedIn
Profile and a personal website if any will also be placed here. B Qualification If work experience is not your
key highlight or if you have an inconsistent work history, its best advisable to begin your resume with your
qualifications. It not only takes away the highlight from the specific dates it also adds to the ploy of concealing
the inconsistency. C Personal Achievement Personal achievement should be highlighted in detail. Remember
during the interview this is what is going to cover the gaps in the employment, so every little achievement
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should be highlighted. This resume format is built on the idea that your achievements are more important than
your work history. Free use of bullet points and emphasis on actions rather than specific experience is the key
to this. D Relevant Skills What is it that you are bringing on board which is likely to benefit the organization.
Come up with at least three relevant skills. For instance, when applying for a sales job, the present contacts,
the previous sales figure and your social networking skills are what can be considered your relevant skills.
Relevant skill sets will vary from Job to job. For an engineer looking to make it in the movie industry the
relevant will be very different from someone moving from sales to finance. Bullet points should be used to
highlight each skill. The more legitimate the reason for the break in employment the better the chances of
getting a fair hearing. Better still, if one can show how well have they utilized the time off. If off for a Globe
trip highlight the experience you brought back, or that movie you made or the fund you raised for cancer
awareness. The key is to put forward your additional and relevant skills of organizing, discipline and research.
One of the other tip is to not highlight the month when you quit your job, stick to the year and put forward
your explanation later. Combination Resume Format This resume format is for the rock stars. What we mean
is someone with a vast amount of experience where the highlight is on the skills and abilities. Someone with a
lot of technical expertise, using this resume format is the best bet. It can be used both if looking to seek jobs
within or outside industry. That application you recently sold, the software which took care of the college
canteen, the achieving of the years target in a quarter are all reflective of your skills and it is best put forward
in this resume format. It starts with the usual contact, professional profile or education summary, skills and
highlights, relevant skills and personal experience. It is best to avoid mentioning the everyday life at work
simply because you are focusing on being noticed beyond those parameters. A combination resume format is
like a fast track movie, where the character is revealed at a very early stage and we are aware of the super hero
qualities he possesses. It is always advisable to take professional help while making this resume. Post Your
Review saswat pandey,May 05, Visited once amazed with variety of options available for experienced and
fresher resume templates. Very creative way to upgrade your resume. I feel in the professional resume
building area, very less niche options are available. I took there service and the resume turned out to be really
effective. Govind Pawar,Jun 29, One of the best and most reliable resume writing service available in India.
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Chapter 4 : Sample Computer Engineer Resume
Have a glance at the following information, then use the engineer resume example to help you write your own resume.
This sample is for a job with a particular focus on electrical engineering. Tips for Writing an Engineer Resume.

Delivering this message does not have to present as many difficulties as some jobseekers fear. Using the right
resources, such as our engineering resume samples, can help you write a document that helps you achieve your
goals. Seasoned aerospace engineers with a wide range of proficiencies relevant to various stages of aircraft
assembly and testing. Engineering Skills To Include: Understanding of materials and component design
Experience in testing and diagnostics Thorough proficiency in aircraft propulsion Ability to supervise team in
aircraft construction and testing More Information: For a further in-depth look, check out our aerospace
engineer resume sample. Popular Engineering Resume Questions 1. How do I write a summary statement for
an engineering resume? Most employers no longer want to see a section detailing your objectives. Rather than
describing what you expect to gain from this position, use the summary statement to explain how the employer
can benefit from hiring you. As seen in the engineering resume samples, your summary statement should
contain about three sentences that encapsulate the high points of your career. This information can include
outstanding achievements, sought-after skills, and any other characteristic that distinguishes you from other
candidates. Only include information relevant to the job; this is not the place to talk about your hobbies, no
matter how interesting or impressive. You can include information about your digital knowledge throughout
the various sections of your resume. Start with a brief mention of your strongest and most important digital
skill in your summary section. You can then proceed with a more comprehensive list in your skills section. In
your work history, be sure to mention software or coding experience. That said, remember to take your cue
from the job description you respond to. Some employers prioritize digital skills, while others give top billing
to other abilities; place your emphasis accordingly. How do I list references on an engineering resume? Today,
resume-writing convention dictates that you do not put references on your resume unless a job application
specifically tells you to do so. Ignoring this unwritten rule can undermine your application by sending
employers the message that you are out-of-touch. Most employers do still want to see references. Employers
accepting job applications online may feature a separate submission form for this information. Others may
give you instructions for formatting and submitting your list of references. As an engineer, you may frequently
work on projects with others, including members of other departments. Depending on your seniority, you may
need to mentor junior colleagues, work with contractors or vendors, and make presentations to clients. How
can your resume reflect this? In addition to telling employers you excel at teamwork in your skills section, you
also need to demonstrate this through your work history. Include specific metrics concerning team projects
you have worked on or led. Emphasize your successful work with other professionals towards achieving
important goals. What should my education section look like in an engineering resume? Most applicants for an
engineering position should place their education section at the end of their resume. Within this section, you
should list your education in reverse chronological order, with your most recent program appearing first. If
you did not major in engineering, you may list relevant coursework. In addition, include relevant graduate or
certificate programs. Do not mention high school information. For each program, list the degree you received,
the awarding institution and its location, and your year of graduation. If applicable, you may include relevant
coursework or academic honors. To achieve this, add the Technical Summary or Technical Expertise section
to your resume. Further break this section into subcategories for a quick scan of your knowledge of programs
and applications. Fortunately, engineering resumes have a very simple format. The key to writing an effective
resume is to put yourself into the head of the prospective hiring manager or human resources recruiter. Keep it
focused Keep a strong focus on your goals in the field of engineering, incorporating parts of your background
to illustrate them. A statement of your goals is one of the clearest indicators to a prospective employer of
whether or not there might be a match. For example include the following that is applicable to you technical
certifications.
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In that case, it's best to tailor your resume for a mechanical engineering job to match the language of the job offer. Pay
attention to details. As the architect, Le Corbusier, once said, "God is in the details.".

Skills Education In the chronological resume, the focus and detail would be in the work experience section,
but in the functional style, the detail would be in the accomplishments section, leaving the work experience
section as primarily a list of previous employers and positions held. Yet a third possibility is a combination of
the two. You need to be explicit but concise in describing your experience and skill. You can provide details
later in the work experience or accomplishments section, but start off your summary with a couple of
highlights of your career and their positive impact on your employer. You can take a look at the summaries on
engineering resume samples for inspiration, and below are two examples of well-written resume samples as
well: Experienced mechanical engineer with almost ten years of product development experience. Created
cutting-edge designs that met deadlines, budget restrictions, and product specifications. Using CAD
technology, conducted simulation, modeling, and analysis of structural components. Able to produce accurate
mechanical engineering drawings and documentation. Successfully participated in a trial team to enhance
existing products. Industrial engineer who has devised methods to eliminate wasted time, energy, and
materials during production. Takes full advantage of the latest technology and helps streamline production for
efficient and cost-effective growth. Utilizes complex mathematical models to design manufacturing systems
and focus on optimization of production systems. Strong critical thinking and analytical skills lead to solutions
that had a positive impact on business goals. When you list your education, keep the format simple but
informative. Identify the school attended, the location of the school, and the degree obtained. If work on an
advanced degree is in progress, it should be included and identified as such. The highest level of educational
achievement should be listed first. You may want to create a separate sub-heading for continuing education
and professional associations where you can identify memberships in organizations like the National Society
of Professional Engineers and draw attention to your participation in industry related educational events and
conferences. In both styles, the heading format for previous employment is the same and should include:
Before you begin this section, refer to the engineering resume samples for a refresher on the differences
between the two styles. The chronological style is straight forward in that you identify where you worked, and
beneath that heading, you provide concise bullet points that demonstrate your skill at identifying the problem
and then the solution, all to the benefit of the company. Additional skills can fill out the list. Since most of the
detail of your work experience will be in the accomplishments section, your work experience section in a
functional resume will be less detailed and more like a simple list of previous positions held. You need action
verbs to tell your story. Here are a few industry-related action verbs to consider:
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10+ Engineering Resume Templates - PDF, DOC Only a professionally well-written resume can help you land an
engineering job. Although engineering job profile encompasses a wide range of specialties, efficient resume strategies
are required for specific disciplines.

An Electrical engineeringResume Template should include all the relevant technical details and should
highlight electrical engineering related expertise as well as experience. They should provide in-depth subject
related information while presenting course details, project details and seminar or presentation details. While
presenting academic projects, they should also describe the nature and its relevance to the job applied. One
should include roles, responsibilities and achievements as well. They should focus on career objectives and
technical skills that are relevant to the job. They should present training details as well as internship details.
Electrical Engineering Resume Tips Some of the important electrical engineering resume tips are â€” They
should highlight the career profile on the top of the resume to catch the eyes of the hiring manager. They
should contain details about technical expertise like knowledge of electrical drawings, erection and
maintenance of electrical equipment, and knowledge about electrical instruments. They should focus on
presenting details like knowledge about electrical load consumption analysis and strategies to improve
operations. They should describe technical knowledge like expertise in preventive and breakdown
maintenance, and handling and maintaining electrical equipment. They should also highlight team
management skills and interpersonal skills like communication, time management and handling stress
situations. Apart from preparing the electrical engineering resume, one should also know the common
mistakes that should be avoided. The objective of the resume should be prepared exclusively for each job that
one is applying and it should not be a template. While presenting experience or educational details, they
should not be presented in chronological order and instead, the latest job experience should be presented on
the top of the section. Not including keywords will end up in rejecting the resume since most hiring managers
use software to scan and shortlist resumes for interviews. They should not just list the expertise information
but should present them with demonstration like erection of electrical equipment by including equipment
details. There are varieties of electrical engineering Resume Templates available and they are extensively used
by both fresher as well as experienced candidates. Since most of the candidates prefer to apply for jobs
through emails, they are also called electronic resumes. They provide samples to help the candidates in
preparing resumes with the perfect layout and a professional look. You may also like.
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The engineering field is full of intelligent, well-educated professionals, so in order to stand out in the job market, you'll
need the best resume you can write.

The format allows you to show off your skills before highlighting your experience. All you have to do is use
skills as subheadings in the experience section. Mechanical engineering is a skills-based profession after all.
When it comes to layout and design, choose a clean, straightforward layout or template. Filtering out resumes
for mechanical engineers is easy when you start with the ones that look strange. Use a good mechanical
engineering resume template that balances text and whitespace. Use the same font and spacing throughout the
document. Finally, make strategic use of bold, caps, and italics. You can have the most beautiful, impressive
resume in the world and fail to land the job. Typos, misspellings, and grammar errors. So, be sure to proofread
your mechanical engineer resume before sending it. Not sure which standard resume format is right for your
mechanical engineer resume? The first thing an employer needs to know is where you are in your career.
Interns and fresh graduates should kick off their entry-level resumes for mechanical engineering jobs with
resume objectives. Take a look at the example mechanical engineer resume objectives below. Previous
internship experience at SpaceX. Old school resume objectives are not in fashion. Seeking to obtain
experience as a Mechanical Engineer in a position with your company. Match them to skills listed in the job
offer. A professional mechanical engineering resume summary is also a few lines at the beginning of your
resume. The difference is that it focuses on work experience tailored to the job description. Mechanical
Engineering Resume Summary Examples: Can perform static, fatigue, and fracture analyses for F structural
components of main landing gear. Hard working and ambitious. Add a couple of tangible skills to the mix.
Our resume builder you can create your resume here will give you tips and examples on how to write your
resume summary or any other section. You can easily copy them straight into your resume - it will save you a
ton of time. You can start your experienced mechanical engineering resume sample with a profile summary. A
profile summary is a bullet point list of your best skills and experience at the very top of your resume. Want to
see more resume summaries? Want to see a resume profile in action? Tailor the information to the job
description. Back up your duties with technical skills. Yours is a technical world. At the same time, avoid
jargon. Otherwise, remember that a non-technical HR recruiter might read your resume first. Pay attention to
details. Be precise, concise, and honest. Sample Mechanical Engineering Resume Entry: Meet with clients to
oversee installation, operation, and maintenance of equipment for all local plants. Plan workforce use, space
requirements, and equipment layouts to optimize workflows. Establish and reinforce maintenance and safety
procedures. Work with planning and design teams to drive product development and review tooling
specifications. Another thing to remember is to use the active voice opposed to the passive.
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Because the general practice of civil engineering requires you to be a "jack of all trades", the resume tips on this page
will be relevant regardless of what your specialization is. In the above resume, the candidate has experience doing
general civil engineering and survey technician work.

Objective My objective is to improve the conservation of our resources using the skills I have learned and
practiced over the years at the biggest agricultural improvement company in the United States. Strengths
Experience in public networking; through working as a recruiter I have gained the skills to find people who I
think are suitable for the Agricultural Engineering job and keep them connected. I have a vast understanding
of the economics of agriculture and how it affects society. I always challenge myself; I like being able to do
things that are hard because I believe it brings out the best in me. However, I usually know my limits so I
never bite off more than I can chew. I have a strong background in statistical modeling. I have a wide array of
contacts within the industry that may be helpful to the company. I like hearing ideas from different
perspectives and putting it all together to come up with a product or design that truly fits the needs of the
many. I prioritize really well; I always know what needs to be done first and can multitask very well. I am
known for getting things done on time no matter the situation. I have strong oral communication skills;
through the experience of talking to many different company representatives and prospective Agricultural
Engineers for Manpower, Inc, I have developed strong communication skills and am usually able to get
whatever resources or information that I need in order to finish a job. I am good at math; since I was young I
have always been interested in both math and agriculture. Through the study of Agricultural Engineering, I
have found a way to put my passions together and be proficient in both. Worked on the internet posting job
listings for Agricultural Engineer aspects. Worked with recruiting metrics. Used Microsoft office tools in both
the recruitment and agricultural aspect of my work. Worked with customers other company representatives to
create projects. Presented information to managers and executives in the company. Worked with a team to
collaboratively create a project. Design and install systems. Supervise installation of irrigation and drainage
systems. Coordinate equipment and supplies for installation. Analyze soil and water conservation. Designed
cheaper and more cost-effective irrigation systems. Formulated new standards in supply production.
Documented tests that were conducted. Evaluated results and problems encountered with the developed
solution.
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As you embark on your engineering career, you'll need a resume that makes you stand out from the competition, says
resume expert Kim Isaacs. F or ideas on how you can fine-tune your own resume, view this sample resume for an
entry-level mechanical engineer that Isaacs created below, and download the entry-level mechanical engineer resume
template in Word.

Professional Certification of Software Engineers Information Systems Professional Introduction Computer
engineer applies the design and scientific knowledge to the building of programs that are installed in existing
computers. Computer engineers are involved in the design and testing of the computers themselves. Computer
engineering is one of the fastest growing occupations with very good opportunities for those who continually
strive to acquire new skills in conjunction with the rapid changes that are occurring in computer technology.
You need to present your computer skills and experience in an organized manner in your resume to get
interview calls. Competition is high for both entry level and experienced positions. You need to have a
winning resume that makes a good impression of you on the employer. Here is the information that can guide
you in your computer engineering career hunt. Duties and Responsibilities Computer engineer possess basic
engineering skills that are common for all engineers with an extensive knowledge in software designing and
implementation. Computer engineers are responsible for designing, building, testing, and implementing
hardware and software applications. The general responsibilities of a software engineer includes full lifecycle
application development; designing, coding and debugging applications in various software languages;
software analysis, code analysis, requirements analysis, software review, identification of code metrics, system
risk analysis, software reliability analysis; software testing and quality assurance; support, maintain and
document software functionality and many other tasks as required. Computer Engineer Resume Tips,
Template and Sample A software engineer is responsible for applying computer sciences, mathematical
analysis, and engineering in order to design and develop software and systems that make it possible for a
computer to perform its function. The job opportunities for a computer engineer are growing faster than
average. Job prospects is this field are really good and will continue to grow. Resume writing is the most
important task in your computer engineering job hunt. A potential employer will see that you put a lot of time,
effort, and thought into applying for the position, and that often makes the best impression of all. Here are
some tips on how to write a computer engineer resume that can guide you in building a great resume. How to
Write a Computer Engineer Resume Engineering resume writing can often be one of the more difficult tasks.
Your computer engineering resume is the key element in your job search that sells your computer skills and
experience. The success in your job hunt mostly depends on the effectiveness of your resume. An effective
resume must grab the attention of the employer in a short time and must extend that attention span to over a
minute. Choose the best format that suits your professional qualification and start your resume. Entry level
computer engineers can choose the functional format which highlights the skills. Experienced computer
engineers can use the chronological format highlighting the work experience and achievements. Experience
section is the most important part in a computer engineer resume. Be specific to the job position you are
applying for. Mention the work that is related to the current job you are applying. Avoid anything that you
have done in the past jobs that is not relevant to this job. Mention your accomplishments like generate cost
savings, or speed up development time rather than responsibilities in the experience section. This information
is what will get your resume moved to the top of the pile and keep it out of the trash. Use action verbs while
describing your responsibilities to pop your resume. Use keywords that are specific to the job position to stand
out in the competition. Do not mention any negative details like salary and reasons for leaving previous jobs.
Computer Engineer Resume Template Here is a computer engineer resume template for your reference.
Collect the information that you want to put in your resume and include this information in the following
template according to your skills and achievements. Include your name, address for communication, phone
number and email address that are presently in use at the top of your resume. This section should convey your
employment goals and what you can do to this company in a sentence or two. This section should highlight
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you skills, achievements, traits, and experience relevant to the position for which you are applying for. This
should let the employer know that you have taken enough care and time in writing your resume. List the
companies you worked for, dates of employment, the positions you held and a bulleted list of responsibilities
and achievements in reverse chronological order. List the colleges you attended, the degrees you attained, and
any special awards and honors you earned. Mention if you are a member of any technical or social
organization. Also include if you have organized any technical programs tat are relevant to the applied job
position. Mention the details if you have received any awards or honors. Computer Engineer Resume Here is a
sample computer engineer resume that can broaden your thoughts in framing your resume. Personalize this
resume with your information and come up with a job winning resume Travis Fernando.
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